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Introduction

Purpose: to equip pastors and church leaders 
with tools and skills that will help them lead 
dialogues on difficult topics in their local 
churches



What is dialogue?

– Not about the Conflict or Task, it is about the 
Relationships

– Not about Winning, it is about Understanding

– WHERE do we see dialogue today? 



Setting the Stage:  Framework

– Creating space to transform relationships
– From Father Henri Nouwen, in “Reaching Out” (p54)

“if we expect any salvation, redemption, healing and new life, the first thing 
we need is an open receptive place where something can happen to us. 
Hospitality, therefore, is such an important attitude. We cannot change the 
world by a new plan, project or idea. We cannot even change other people by 
our convictions, stories, advice and proposals, but we can lay aside their 
occupations and preoccupations and to listen with attention and care to the 
voices speaking in their own center … To convert hostility into hospitality 
requires the creation of the friendly empty space where we can reach out to 
our fellow human beings and invite them into a new relationship.” 



Setting the Stage: 
Community Rules

– Establish Community Rules to guide how the community 
will respect one another.  

– Example:  “Touchstones for Conversation” found in 
GBOD’s Courageous Conversations resource page 
(https://www.umcdiscipleship.org/resources/touchstone
s-for-courageous-conversations)

https://www.umcdiscipleship.org/resources/touchstones-for-courageous-conversations


Who leads the dialogue?

– Is it you? Depends on the issue

– Facilitator is objective and neutral, no perceived stake in 
the outcome

– Facilitation Leader or Facilitation Team

– Find Partners within your Cooperative Parish



Preparing yourself for dialogue

What is a Facilitator? (Hint: Not the same as Pastoral or Lay 
leadership)

– Builds environment for healthy dialogue
– Prepare everyone for engaging in dialogue 

– Guide dialogue process for participation, shared meaning and 
shared solutions 

– Stays objective or neutral 

– Handles disagreements (not someone else’s job)



Facilitators: Beware! 

– Need to be self-aware

– Where are your hotspots and triggers?

– Use a support system, partners and allies

– Be clear with your boundaries

– Plan ahead for what you will do if you find yourself in a 
difficult place where you can no longer facilitate



Preparing congregation for 
dialogue

– Small-group or one-to-one conversations

– Share information 

– Set expectations early 

– Teach basics of dialogue skills 

– Train Allies and Partners



Preparing the space for dialogue

Room Set-Up (Chairs, lighting, microphones, access to 
restrooms)

Keep them Comfortable

Timing: Begin and end at published time

Snacks/Beverages



Dialogue process

– Make it a No-Blame/No-Shame Zone

– Share Stories

– Ask open-ended questions 

– Evaluation, reflections

– Celebrate and acknowledge hard work and successes!



Final pieces

– Look for Resources
– Intercultural Competency! Who will be in the 

dialogue? How can they be included? Avoid 
making assumptions. 

– Dealing with Tough Moments
– The IMPORTANCE of evaluation and wrap-up



Reflections and take-aways

What was the most important thing you heard today? 

What will you take home with you? 

What can you see will be a challenge as you prepare to lead 
difficult dialogue in your congregations? 


